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Director’s Message

Vets Volunteer at ARF
They still put their boots on, but not to go into combat. Instead
of a weapon in their hands, they hold a book. And Saturday, September 14, 2013 when the “Boots to Books” men and women veterans of foreign war marched into ARF with their boots, they left
the books behind. In exchange, they wrapped their hands around
the most trusting, non-judgmental of all creatures - cats, dogs, and
unconditional love with a fur coat. Before you could say leash,
several were on their way to walk away their past. All dogs tails
were wagging. Purrs could be heard from the feline crowd as a
few of our brave vets needed the solitude of the cattery.
Welcoming smiles, handshakes and hugs were spread around
by the humans. And in a few short hours, these brave, hardworking men and women accomplished their goals. The main
dogrun is now escape proof, the yard is clean, and the shed is
sanded, primed, and painted in preparation for the “Rainbow
Bridge” mural. Most importantly, they were able to bond and
“talk” with the animals, who gave their undivided attention and
listened with an unbiased heart.
In continuing with our tradition, we shared a meal and broke
bread with our new friends. And then we sadly had to say goodbye as they returned to their school in Pasadena to transition from
Continued on page 2
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Sadie Says
Here to Serve the Mountain Communities
Established in 2011, Sadie's Clinic for Pet Wellness is a
part-time, non-profit community veterinary clinic serving
Idyllwild and our surrounding mountain communities. The
clinic provides vaccines and preventative care for dogs and
cats and was founded with the intention of saving our fourlegged citizens a stressful and uncomfortable ride down
the mountain when at all possible. Given the part-time nature of Sadie’s Clinic (we are open on alternating Wednesdays) we do recommend that everyone here on the mountain keep the telephone number of an off-hill vet handy in
case of emergency.
Our staff is made up entirely of local volunteers who
work closely with our Los Angeles-based vet, Dr. Michael
Nastro, who travels up to Idyllwild for clinic days. As a nonprofit operating under the ARF “umbrella”, Sadie’s Clinic
pays its rent and other expenses through donations that

Director’s Message Continued
the cruelty of war to a much brighter life.
Back to the books, but now with a little fur.

are specifically earmarked for the clinic.
Our schedule for the remainder of the year is as follows:
Wednesday, September 25th
Wednesday, October 9th
Wednesday, October 23rd
Wednesday, November 6th
Wednesday, November 20th
Wednesday, December 4th
Wednesday, December 18th
To stay connected and informed regarding all things
Sadie's Clinic, please “like” our new Facebook page!
(Facebook.com/SadiesClinic) Reminders about (or, on
the rare occasion, changes to) our schedule, as well as
health and safety tips for your pets, will be posted there
regularly.
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Mayoral Musings
Hello everyone!
We Mayors of Idyllwild want to thank
you for all your help and support of ARF,
our absolutely favorite organization in the
world!!
We also would like to invite you to a
special event—Dog Day Sunday at Carol’s for ARF—on Sunday, October 20,
from 12:00 to 3:30 PM at Baily Winery at
33440 La Serena Way, at Rancho California Way in Temecula, California . A portion of the proceeds for this event will
benefit Animal Rescue Friends of Idyllwild.
We Mayors will be there for the entire
event, and we would love to see you.
Please feel free to bring any of your
friends, family, associates, and most im-

portantly—your dogs! This will be a dogfriendly event with many fun activities including:
¨
Silent Auction
¨
Raffle
¨
Specialty Vendors
¨
Entertainment by the group, Hot
Flash, featuring Sandii Castleberry, Kathleen Johnson, and Anne Finch
¨
Prizes—Bring your well mannered
dog(s) in costume. Costume judging will
be at 1:30 PM, and prizes will be awarded for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th place
¨
Dogs for adoption
Baily Winery is a beautiful venue, and
the food is delicious!
We love you very much and hope to see
you there.
Thanks again for all your help.
Love always,

Mayor Max, and Mayor Helpers Mikey
and Mitzi
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Trainer Talk

Chewing; A Dog’s Joy, Owner’s Nightmare
I am often asked, “Why does my dog do this?”
and my response is often, “Because she is a
dog. Dogs do what dogs do.” Does this mean
that we must endure some dog behaviors strictly
because the dog is doing what a dog will do?
No. We just have to teach the dog what it is we
want her to do instead.
Let’s talk about chewing. It can be very upsetting and disheartening to come home to find
your sofa chewed to bits! So what can be done
about chewing?
First, let’s examine why the dog might be
chewing. Consider these reasons:
 Teething stage (for puppies)
 Just because a dog is a dog, and chewing is
FUN!
 Boredom
 Lack of exercise
 Lack of appropriate and enjoyable chew toys
readily available
 Insufficient training (i.e., the dog doesn’t
know which items are appropriate to chew
on, and which are not)
 Worms and other health issues (be sure your
dog receives a clean bill of health from the
vet)
 A nutrient deficiency (dogs need a highquality, nutritionally complete dog food—seek
vet advice as needed)
 Separation anxiety or stress (in the case of
separation anxiety, the chewing is most likely
to be done to items that smell like the owner,
or to exit areas like door/window molding,
etc.—a more serious behavioral issue that
requires the help of an experienced behavior
trainer)
The most common reason I’ve encountered is
boredom. A dog left alone at home, indoors or
out, can easily become bored. Imagine yourself
left in a single room with only a sofa and a pillow. There is nothing else for you, no TV, radio,
magazines, computer, etc. Would you not find
yourself bored after the first hour? Might you
pick up that pillow and start pulling at that loose

thread? Would you find your way to the window,
desperate to find some sort of amusement?
Dogs can find themselves in the same predicament.
If you suspect boredom is at the root of your
dog’s chewing, make sure to leave plenty of
things for him to do in your absence. Leave treat
-filled chew toys, plenty of toys, and maybe even
a timed treat-delivery system so he can anticipate
a new treat or toy every few hours.
A dog who is outside might enjoy a treasure
hunt; give her bones to bury (no cooked bones!)
and unbury. Could a neighbor toss a new toy or
stuffed treat (Kong) over the fence every few
hours? Dare to come up with some creative options to keep her busy.
Janice Murasko
KPA-CTP APDT

Sandy Wilkes of Idyllwild’s Forest Folk
presents a donation to ARF. Monies were
donations from the community at the new
Mayor Max’s baby shower, which was hosted by the Forest Folk.
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Choosing a Good Boarding Facility
Pet owners often find themselves in a stressful
position when preparing to leave home for overnight or longer when it comes to making a decision as to where, or with whom, to leave their
precious pets. There are several options, and
what is best for one pet may not be the best for
another.
In-home pet sitter: A popular option for you
and your pets might be a live-in pet sitter. Ideally,
this person would stay in your home overnight
and for a majority of the day. Pros: Your pets are
most comfortable in their own homes, and with a
couple of short pre-visits, they can become very
comfortable with the sitter. Cons: An in-home pet
sitter can be more costly than other options, but
not necessarily. What should a pet owner look for
in this type of pet sitter? Is she willing to allow
the pets to sleep with her, if this is what they are
used to? Is he willing (or able) to follow the owner’s pet care routines, including lengthy and/or
frequent walks or play sessions? An owner
should ask for plenty of references, and at least
two pre-visits should be part of the plan.
Drop-in pet sitter: This type of pet sitter will
stop by the owner’s home one, two, or more
times a day to feed, walk, and play with the pet.
Usually the fee is based upon the number of visits.
Cats often are good candidates for this type of
sitter, and dogs who have a safe, comfortable, and
healthy place to stay while alone can do well.
Pros: The fee can be less than other options.
Cons: The pet is home alone for periods of time,

usually including all night. As with an in-home
sitter, ask for references and arrange for pre-visits.
Boarding facilities: Dogs and cats can be boarded
for a night or longer periods of time at licensed
boarding facilities. These facilities can be basic kennels or luxurious “bed and breakfast” type pet hotels. Pros: Owners don’t have someone in their
homes (a concern for some folks). Cons: Boarding
can be more costly than a sitter, depending upon
the type of facility; staying away from home is
stressful for many pets; the proximity to other pets
may expose your pet to health problems; owners
often experience guilt when leaving a pet away
from home. How does one go about finding a
boarding facility? Ask a friend, neighbor, veterinarian, animal shelter, or dog trainer for a recommendation. What should a pet owner look for when
considering a boarding facility?
 Is the facility current with licenses?
 Does the facility look and smell clean?
 Is there sufficient ventilation and light?
 Is a comfortable temperature maintained?
 Does the staff seem knowledgeable and caring?
Ask about the staff’s training.
 Is the facility staffed 24 hours a day? This ensures pets aren’t left alone and someone is always available in the event of an emergency.
 Are pets required to be current on their vaccinations, including the vaccine for canine kennel
cough (Bordetella)? (Such a requirement helps
protect your animal and others.)
 Does each dog have his own adequately sized
indoor-outdoor run or an indoor run and a
schedule for exercise?
 Are outdoor runs and exercise areas protected
from wind, rain, and snow?
 Are resting boards and bedding provided to allow dogs to rest off the concrete floor?
 Are cats housed away from dogs?
 Is there enough space for cats to move around
comfortably?
 Is there enough space between the litter box
Continued on page 8
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Baxter’s Buddies
Who are Baxter’s Buddies? They are his fellow ARF
adoptees and their stories. Each month, Baxter will share the
story of an ARF rescue, adopted into a loving, forever family.
This month’s buddy was adopted very recently, and his
adoption was greeted with cheers and tears-ARF staff was so
happy he finally found a forever home, but was also sad because he would be so missed. This month my story is about
Oreo, the adorable little ARF resident.
Q. How did you come to make this ARF adoption?
A. I was visiting my mom for a week in Idyllwild from Carlsbad
and came into ARF daily to visit adoptees and help feed all. I
was able to see Oreo’s personality, disposition, relationship
with fellow dogs, cats, and visitors of ARF. Oreo was the
sweetest little thing and reminded me of our 8 year old very
docile Jack Russell adoptee, Tessa. I was shocked to hear
Oreo’s story of abandonment and non adoption despite his
sweetness and flawless personality so I asked my mom if I
could foster him for a week (anticipating a subsequent visit
and possible return to Idyllwild the following week if we weren’t
a fit together). No need for that – Instantly Oreo and Tessa
and our whole family clicked. Instantaneous connection.
Q. Do you have any cute/unique stories about your
adoptee?
A. He’s adorable and even more wonderful than what I witnessed over the five-day visit in early September. One thing
that sticks out is my mom saying not sure where he will sleep
as he is used to sleeping in a dog bed. She, of course in keeping with making sure the adoptees are as comfortable as possible, sent me home with one of his beds and several blankets
as well as food, treats and snacks. Well – nothing got used
because Mijo (meeho) lay across my lap for the two-hour drive
home, then he proceeded to sleep under the covers with me
all that night and again for the next two weeks. He has moved
on to taking turns sleeping with both kids now and comes to
me with early morning kisses each morning – our signal that
he’s ready to potty outside.
Also, last weekend I brought
Mijo and Tessa to “Dog Beach” in
Del Mar wherein Mijo ran like crazy
and even swam in the water
(something our elder, Tessa,
would never do) with the kids. He
was, to say the least, wiped out

cold after three hours of all of this visiting with other dogs,
swimming, and running wild. It was great fun for all.
Q. Is this pet your first pet adoption (from anywhere)?
A. No, we have a Jack Russell named Tessa that we
adopted as well – through a private adoption on Craigs
List.
Q. How has your ARF pet fit into your family’s day-to
-day lifestyle?
A. Perfectly! He is a perfect fit. I work from home so I
get to see Mijo (Oreo)’s hour-by-hour responses to all
things.
Q. Did you keep the name ARF had assigned to your
pet, or did you change it?
A. : We changed it but wanted
to keep the first or last syllable
so he wouldn’t get confused.
We settled on “Mijo” because
Mijo is a Chihuahua and the
whole family felt he deserved a
name befitting his heritage!
Mijo fit because his breed originated from Mexico and the
definition of Mijo is masculine
little one, or affectionate term
of little boy.
Q. How did you come to know about ARF?
A. My mom, Maria, is the current Director of Operations
of ARF.
Q. Do you have any words of encouragement or recommendation for someone considering pet adoption?
A. With tears aside….this little love bug was abandoned
then lived at ARF for a year because no one wanted him.
Thankfully ARF is a loving and familial environment, so
he knew when we adopted him what love was. Mijo is
pretty skittish, and I can tell he is forever wondering if we
are his forever family. I wish me telling him over and over
that he is with me forever…he’ll just have to live that out
and see. I would have never known that had I not taken
the risk, leap, compassion, whatever name you put on it
… he is in our hearts and now our family forever.
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Boarding a Pet, continued
and food bowls?
 How often are pets fed?
 Can the owner bring a pet's special food?
 What veterinary services are available?
 Are other services available such as grooming,
training, bathing?
 How are rates calculated?
 Take a tour of the facility and chat in depth with
the staff. Trust your gut feeling and keep looking if unsure. If the facility won’t give you a
tour, ask yourself “why not?”
 At the end of the day, pet parents need to feel
comfortable not only with the facility but with
the people who work there.
It is a good idea to take some visits (more than
one) to the chosen facility before the actual dates
of boarding. Owners should let their pets become
familiar with the facility and the staff. Remember,
many veterinary hospitals also offer boarding.
Regardless of what option an owner chooses,
once back home she should take a close look at the
pet to inspect for any health concerns. And she
should let Fido or Fluffy tell her what he thinks; observe the pet during the next visit with the sitter or
facility. His reaction could be telling!
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By Lois Sheppard

Mr. & Ms. Idyllwild Crowned
Chip (right, above) Dakota were elected Mr. and Ms. Idyllwild (respectively) at
ARF’s inaugural Pet Expo on July 13.
Each was awarded a beautiful sash and
plaque.
Mr. and Ms. Idy will represent the fourleggeds of the mountain communities until
next year’s Pet Expo, when part and fulltime mountain pets will again vie for the
coveted titles.
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Help them find a home

Adoptees of the Month
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Bella and Sophia are sisters that absolutely want to be adopted together.
Not even a year old, these girls
are Anatolian Shepherd, Aussie mix.
Bella carries more of the shepherd look,
and Sophia resembles the aussie.
Both girls are in training school at Mt.
Pawley Tech to learn leash walking,
basic commands, and good socialization skills. No one had to teach them
how to wag the tail, or play fetch. Gentle with the treats, they would love a
yard to play in, walks, and your love.
Double your love this fall with this
sweet pair. Beds , toys and love are
provided.

B
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ARF Rescue Wins Best of Show
On Mayor Max the first's inauguration day,
Don Robinson came to officially shake Mayor
Max's paw, as Don was then the Mayor of Banning. He and his wife, Katryn, adopted an ARF
cat named Mina that same day, and later that
year they adopted Mina's cat buddy
Monty. The Robinson's and their business, Renaissance Pet Resort & Spa, continue to be
very helpful and supportive of ARF in so many
ways.
We adopted Tashi Prasad from ARF in July
at their Pet Expo. Since then, she has been
getting groomed at Renaissance Pet Resort &
Spa in Banning. We also buy her food and supplies from their Pet Boutique. During the fire
evacuation, Tashi, my husband and I were taken in by the Robinson's, as a friendship has
grown from our mutual love of animals and
small towns.
Tashi and I went to the “Nuts for Mutts” Dog
Show, sponsored by Renaissance Pet Resort &
Spa, on Friday afternoon Sept. 6th. We wanted
to support Katryn and Don Robinson, who is
now the Director of the Banning Chamber of
Commerce. This dog show occurred as an
event for Banning's Stagecoach Days 100th
Anniversary weekend. The coordination of the
Banning Chamber with other "Pass" businesses
and people produced a great calendar of
events for the weekend.

At first, Tashi and I were simply going to enjoy the festivities after a grooming and pet food
shopping at Renaissance. But my husband
thought I should enter Tashi in the “Nuts for
Mutts” Dog Show in the Most Affectionate category.
It was fun to see all the dogs, their owners,
and a great audience of all ages. While Tashi
ended up having no competition for Most Affectionate category, her win put her in the running,
with all the other dogs who won their categories, for the title Best of Show of the Nuts for
Mutts 2013 event. All of the dogs were so wonderful, and each one deserved to win. Best of
Show was decided by paper ballots votes from
the audience. Tashi is a very gentle and docile
girl, always hopeful that others will come to see
her quiet friendliness. We were so surprised
and touched by how many people found
Tashi's little joys to be their joy. Tashi won Best
of Show. She loved the children, adults and
other dogs that she met that day and we will
continue to spend great times in Banning's pet
friendly environment.
-Jacquelin Siff
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Inaugural July 13 Pet Expo Draws Pet Lovers

Hunter the Search dog and his handler Billy
Monahan talk about their work.

Dogs of all sizes competed in the Crazy Dog-Tricks
contest.

